Microtubule-associated proteins of the mitotic spindle are thought to be important for the initial assembly and the maintenance of spindle structure and function. However, distinguishing assembly and maintenance roles for a given protein is difficult. Most experimental methods for protein inactivation are slow and therefore affect both assembly and maintenance. Here, we have used 'knocksideways' to rapidly (,5 minutes) and specifically remove TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin non-motor complexes from kinetochore fibers (K-fibers). This method allows the complex to be inactivated at defined stages of mitosis. Removal of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin after nuclear envelope breakdown caused severe delays in chromosome alignment. Inactivation at metaphase, following a normal prometaphase, significantly delayed progression to anaphase. In these cells, K-fiber tension was reduced and the spindle checkpoint was not satisfied. Surprisingly, there was no significant loss of K-fiber microtubules, even after prolonged removal. TACC3-ch-TOGclathrin removal during metaphase also resulted in a decrease in spindle length and significant alteration in kinetochore dynamics. Our results indicate that TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes are important for the maintenance of spindle structure and function as well as for initial spindle assembly.
Introduction
Accurate chromosome segregation by the mitotic spindle is essential for life. It must proceed error-free in order to prevent cell death, cancer or birth defects (Murray, 2011) . The spindle apparatus is an ensemble of microtubules (MTs), motors and nonmotor proteins (Peterman and Scholey, 2009 ). Non-motor spindle proteins are involved in the initial assembly of the spindle and the maintenance of spindle structure and function. However, distinguishing the role in assembly and maintenance for a given spindle protein is problematic.
Over the last decade, RNA interference (RNAi) has dominated cell biology and it is the method of choice for understanding the function of spindle proteins. However, interpreting depletion phenotypes at later stages of mitosis is problematic because any defects observed could be due to errors that occurred at earlier stages, e.g. assembly of a defective spindle. In this study, we have used the 'knocksideways' method to rapidly and inducibly reroute spindle proteins to nearby mitochondria (Robinson et al., 2010) . This allowed us to examine the role of inter-MT bridges at specific stages of mitosis, and particularly, in mature K-fibers following normal assembly of the mitotic spindle. Briefly, the knocksideways (KS) method exploits the binding of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) to a complex of rapamycin bound to FKBP12. Rapamycin binds via the FKBP domain of FKBP12 and this binds the FRB (FKBP and rapamycin-binding) domain of mTOR kinase. KS involves the depletion of the target protein by RNAi and the re-expression of a version of the target protein that is refractory to RNAi and is tagged with the FKBP domain from FKBP12. In the same cells, MitoTrap, a mitochondrially targeted FRB domain is also expressed. Addition of rapamycin induces the heterodimerization of FKBP and FRB domains. This results in the protein of interest being rerouted from one subcellular location to mitochondria on a timescale of seconds (Robinson et al., 2010) . If this new localization is incompatible with function, then the protein is inactivated.
TACC3 is an essential non-motor protein that binds the MT polymerase ch-TOG and localizes it to spindle fibers (Gergely et al., 2003; Gergely et al., 2000a; Gergely et al., 2000b; Lee et al., 2001; Piekorz et al., 2002) . It was originally proposed that TACC3-ch-TOG are important for promoting spindle assembly by stabilizing MT minus ends at the centrosome or by antagonizing the depolymerizing activity of MCAK (Barr and Gergely, 2008; Kinoshita et al., 2005; Peset and Vernos, 2008) . Later, it was found that TACC3-ch-TOG are bound to clathrin Fu et al., 2010; Hubner et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2010) , and possibly GTSE1 Hubner et al., 2010) on kinetochore fibers (K-fibers) of the spindle. Here, TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes are thought to crosslink MTs by forming inter-MT bridges, suggesting a possible role for this non-motor complex in maintenance of spindle structure Cheeseman et al., 2011; Royle, 2012; Royle et al., 2005) . A rapid method of inactivation is therefore required to distinguish the role of the TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complex in assembly and maintenance of spindle structure. Furthermore, clathrin has distinct functions in membrane trafficking and centrosome maturation in interphase (Brodsky, 2012) and TACC3 has a role in mRNA translation (Peset and Vernos, 2008) . Slow inactivation methods alter these processes, which may cause indirect effects on mitosis and further confuse the interpretation of mitotic phenotypes.
In this study we use KS to remove TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes from mitotic spindles following normal spindle assembly and chromosome alignment. We find that TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes are required for the maintenance of K-fiber tension. Our findings demonstrate the utility of KS versus RNAi alone and describe the importance of non-motor proteins in the maintenance of spindle structure and micromechanics beyond initial assembly.
Results
Knocksideways is effective in mitosis for rapid, inducible removal of TACC3 from the mitotic spindle
We began by determining if rapid removal of spindle proteins is feasible during mitosis using knocksideways (KS) , and on what timescale it could occur. To do this, we co-transfected HeLa cells with a plasmid to express mCherry-MitoTrap and a pBrain vector that simultaneously depleted endogenous TACC3 via shRNA and re-expressed a shRNA-refractory version of TACC3 that was tagged with GFP and FKBP (Fig. 1A) . Live cells at metaphase were identified and imaged, with addition of rapamycin (200 nM) after 3 minutes (supplementary material Movie 1; Fig. 1B) . We observed the removal of GFP-FKBP-TACC3 from the metaphase spindle within ,5 minutes of rapamycin application, and its colocalization to the mitochondria surrounding the spindle (Fig. 1B,C) . Rerouting of GFP-FKBP-TACC3 to mitochondria was slower than in interphase, where rerouting followed a double exponential decay (Fig. 1D) . We suspect that this difference is due to absence of a spindle in interphase to which TACC3 binds. By comparison, GFP-FKBP was rerouted extremely rapidly to mitochondria in interphase and at metaphase (Fig. 1D) .
In a typical KS experiment we used four conditions, three controls and one test condition ( Fig. 2A) . In vehicle-treated cells, GFP-FKBP-TACC3 remained unaltered; and in cells expressing GFP-TACC3 without the FKBP domain, localization was unaffected by vehicle or rapamycin addition ( Fig. 2A ; supplementary material Fig. S1 ).
We found that effective rerouting of TACC3 KS depended on co-transfection of both plasmids and good expression of MitoTrap, which must be present in excess. For the method to be useful, the levels of TACC3 prior to KS must be within the normal range and after KS, the levels must be comparable to RNAi or Aurora A inhibition with MLN8237 . We assessed the levels of TACC3 on the spindle and in the cytoplasm for all conditions (Fig. 2B ). This analysis showed that our re-expression of shRNA-refractory TACC3 in cells depleted of endogenous TACC3 was equivalent to endogenous levels and was not overexpressed (Fig. 2B ). In addition, TACC3 KS resulted in a lower level of TACC3 at the spindle compared to RNAi or Aurora A inhibition.
TACC3 KS specifically removes the entire TACC3-ch-TOGclathrin complex from the mitotic spindle
We next asked whether the rapid removal of TACC3 from the spindle affected other spindle proteins. To answer this question, we tested for rerouting of a number of other spindle proteins 
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following 10 minutes of rapamycin application (Fig. 3) . Indirect immunofluorescence showed that TACC3 KS caused the removal of clathrin and ch-TOG from the spindle. In both cases, clathrin and ch-TOG were found colocalized with TACC3 at the mitochondria. Interestingly, GTSE1, a protein reported to be part of the TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complex (Hubner et al., 2010; Royle, 2012) , was also lost from the spindle following TACC3 KS, although it was difficult to detect co-rerouting of GTSE1 at mitochondria (Fig. 3) . Normal localizations of ch-TOG, clathrin and GTSE1 were observed in control cells, where GFP-FKBP-TACC3 was expressed and vehicle-treated (Fig. 3) or where GFP-TACC3 (without an FKBP domain) was expressed and cells treated with either rapamycin or vehicle (supplementary material Fig. S1 ). We also examined NuMA, Eg5 and HURP, as these proteins localize to different areas of the spindle yet require phosphorylation by Aurora-A kinase for their activity, similarly to TACC3 (Giet et al., 1999; Kettenbach et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2005) . The localization of all three proteins was unaltered by TACC3 KS (Fig. 3) . We also tested whether TACC3 removal from the spindle would eventually cause deficiencies after prolonged drug application. The results of these experiments, with 30 minutes of drug application, were very similar to those with 10 minutes application (supplementary material Fig. S1 ). TACC3 KS is therefore a useful method to remove TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes specifically from spindles on a rapid timescale and that this will allow the molecular dissection of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin function at different stages of mitosis.
Rerouting clathrin to mitochondria is equivalent to TACC3 KS We also used a similar system to reroute clathrin from the spindle to mitochondria during mitosis (supplementary material Fig. S2 ). Removal occurred with similar kinetics to TACC3 KS (supplementary material Movie 2). Analysis of spindle protein localization showed that rerouting of clathrin also removed members of the TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complex including GTSE1, whereas Eg5, NuMA and HURP were unaffected (supplementary material Fig. S2 ). In cells with good rerouting of clathrin to mitochondria, TACC3 was completely colocalized with clathrin on the mitochondria (supplementary material Fig. S3 ). TACC3 was lost from spindle microtubules and centrosomes, even in early mitosis, arguing against the existence of a clathrinindependent pool of TACC3. However, due to the abundance of clathrin in the cell, we could not rule out the possibility that clathrin removal in some cells may be incomplete (supplementary material Fig. S2 ). Therefore TACC3 KS was used to remove TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin in all subsequent experiments.
TACC3 KS causes loss of a subpopulation of inter-MT bridges in K-fibers K-fibers are bundles of parallel MTs that are crosslinked by inter-MT bridges (Hepler et al., 1970; McDonald et al., 1992; Nicklas et al., 1982) . Previously, we showed that TACC3-ch-TOGclathrin complexes form a subset of inter-MT bridges in K-fibers Cheeseman et al., 2011; Royle, 2012; Royle et al., 2005) . We next used correlative light-electron microscopy (CLEM) to verify if removal of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes by KS resulted in a concomitant loss of inter-MT bridges. To do this, metaphase cells expressing GFP-FKBP-TACC3 and mCherry-MitoTrap were identified by fluorescence microscopy, and rapamycin (200 nM) or vehicle was applied for 10 minutes. TACC3 KS was visualized and the cells were then fixed and processed (Fig. 4A ). The target cell was relocated in the resin and sectioned longitudinally relative to the spindle axis, and imaged by EM (Fig. 4A ). Inter-MT bridges were quantified as previously described (Fig. 4B ). We found that there was a significant loss of inter-MT bridges in K-fibers after 10 minutes of TACC3 KS (Fig. 4C ). This indicates that the removal of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes from spindles by TACC3 KS results in removal of some inter-MT bridges. Many bridges clearly remain and these bridges must be composed of other proteins. With a method to inducibly and specifically remove TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin bridges in hand we could investigate the role of these structures in K-fibers at different stages of mitosis.
Removal of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes at NEBD or after metaphase reveals two different aspects of crosslinking function
Our next aim was to use live-cell imaging and TACC3 KS to assess the role of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin inter-MT bridges at different stages in mitosis. For reference, TACC3 KS was compared with depletion of TACC3 by RNAi. Progression through mitosis of live HeLa cells expressing mCherry-H2B was visualized and the time from NEBD-to-metaphase and from metaphase-to-anaphase was measured (Fig. 5A ). In agreement with previous studies, depletion of TACC3 by RNAi prolonged the time from NEBD to metaphase and the time from metaphase to anaphase, relative to untransfected cells (Gergely et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2010; Schneider et al., 2007) (Fig. 5B ). These defects were rescued by re-expression of shRNA-refractory GFP-TACC3 or GFP-FKBP-TACC3 (Fig. 5B ), which indicates that the RNAi phenotype is specific to depletion of TACC3 and that our constructs are functional when expressed in cells depleted of TACC3. Delayed progression to anaphase in TACC3-depleted cells could be due to a role for MT crosslinking in K-fiber function at metaphase or simply a defect that is secondary to the prolonged prometaphase. These possibilities could now be distinguished using KS.
We next tested the effect of TACC3 KS at NEBD. To do this, live HeLa cells expressing PAGFP-MitoTrap, mCherry-H2B and TACC3 shRNA together with either GFP-TACC3 or GFP-FKBP-TACC3, were imaged with either vehicle or rapamycin added at NEBD. TACC3 KS at NEBD resulted in a severely prolonged prometaphase (Fig. 5C ). The defects in chromosome alignment were so extreme that most TACC3 KS cells did not attain metaphase within several hours of imaging (Fig. 5C ). The three control groups had normal prometaphase and subsequent metaphase-to-anaphase timings indicating that the effect of TACC3 KS was indeed due to removal of TACC3-containing complexes and not to application of rapamycin itself. This suggests that TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes are essential for an efficient and successful prometaphase, a time when the Kfiber matures.
TACC3 KS at NEBD produced a much stronger phenotype than TACC3 RNAi. To rule out the possibility that loading protein onto mitochondria delays mitosis non-specifically ('neomorphic' phenotype), we tested the effect of rerouting GFP-FKBP to mitochondria at NEBD. In six out of six cells, no delay was seen in NEBD-metaphase or in metaphase-anaphase timing (Fig. 5D) . Furthermore, in TACC3 KS experiments, mitotic entry did not appear blocked in neighboring G2 cells. These observations indicate that the stronger phenotype upon rapid removal of TACC3 (compared to TACC3 RNAi), reflects a genuine difference between the methodologies.
To test the effect of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes in mature spindles, we performed the same experiments but applied rapamycin after all chromosomes had aligned. These cells had therefore undergone a normal prometaphase and attained metaphase. Any changes caused by TACC3 KS would only be the result of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin loss from mature spindles and not from problems earlier in mitosis. TACC3 KS after metaphase caused a delay in anaphase onset (Fig. 5E ), when compared with the three control groups (Fig. 5F ). This indicates that removal of this complex from mature spindles at metaphase results in perturbed K-fiber function. Thus, TACC3-ch-TOGclathrin inter-MT bridges are important for the function of mature K-fibers as well as having essential roles earlier in mitosis, e.g. in spindle assembly.
TACC3 KS during metaphase reduces K-fiber tension and this is sensed by the spindle checkpoint
We next investigated the cause of the metaphase-to-anaphase delay that resulted from TACC3 KS at metaphase. First, we assessed the spindle checkpoint by quantifying Mad2-positive kinetochores in metaphase cells following rapamycin treatment (30 minutes). The number of Mad2 immunoreactive puncta per cell that colocalized with the anti-centromere antibody CREST was quantified (Fig. 6A,B) . The proportion of cells containing no Mad2-positive kinetochores was decreased by 40% following TACC3 KS compared to controls (Fig. 6B ). In addition, the proportion displaying .4 Mad2-positive kinetochores was increased 3-fold following the removal of TACC3-ch-TOGclathrin inter-MT bridges from K-fibers (Fig. 6B) . Second, we assessed the effect of TACC3 KS on K-fiber tension by measuring inter-kinetochore distances. After rapamycin application (30 minutes), we observed a decrease in the mean 6 s.d. inter-kinetochore distance from 1.6860.06 mm (vehicle) to 1.3860.04 mm (rapamycin). This suggested that the kinetochores were still attached but were under less tension because in prometaphase cells, unattached kinetochores had a mean inter-kinetochore distance of 0.8360.06 mm (Fig. 6C) . The distribution of inter-kinetochore distances showed an overall shift to lower values following TACC3 KS with no emergence of a second population around 0.6-1 mm suggesting no loss of attachment following TACC3 KS (Fig. 6C) . Together, these results indicate that the slowed progression to anaphase following TACC3 KS was due to spindle checkpoint signaling. As the control cells had silenced the checkpoint satisfactorily and maintained tension, we interpret this to mean that the spindle checkpoint had been 're-activated' and that this re-activation was due to a loss of K-fiber tension.
TACC3 KS from mature K-fibers causes minimal MT loss
In order to determine whether kinetochores had lost attachment to the spindle following TACC3 KS, we tested the number of kinetochores with cold-stable microtubule attachments in metaphase cells (Fig. 7A,B) . In control or TACC3 KS cells, all kinetochores had cold-stable attachment to the spindle. Depletion of Nuf2 served as a positive control to show that we could detect kinetochores that lacked cold-stable attachments (Fig. 7B) . TACC3 KS did not significantly alter the remaining tubulin signal in cold-treated cells relative to control cells, which suggested that MT occupancy is normal.
To investigate this further we used CLEM to analyze MT number in K-fibers sectioned orthogonally relative to the spindle axis (Fig. 7C) . We found only a small decrease in MT number compared to controls after 10 minutes TACC3 KS, and this remained stable at 30 minutes (Fig. 7D) , i.e. there was no progressive loss of MTs (P.0.05). Neither of these decreases was statistically significant compared to rapamycin-treated control K-fibers (P.0.05), although there was significant decrease when compared to vehicle-treated K-fibers (P,0.001). The cross-sectional area of K-fibers was estimated and the relation between K-fiber area and MT number plotted (Fig. 7E) . These plots illustrate that after TACC3 KS, MT number per Kfiber is within the normal range, albeit at the lower end. The MT density within K-fibers was equivalent suggesting that any MT loss that occurred following TACC3 KS was limited to the periphery of the fiber. Nearest neighbor analysis and neighbor density analysis both failed to show any effect of TACC3 KS on MT spacing or distribution within K-fibers compared to control cells following 10 or 30 minutes rapamycin application (supplementary material Fig. S3 ). These results are in contrast to our previous analysis of K-fibers in clathrin RNAi cells, where MT loss occurred throughout the K-fiber . The difference is likely due to the fact that TACC3 KS was performed at metaphase after the K-fiber had accumulated the correct number of MTs and stabilized them; whereas clathrindepleted cells may have been unable to accumulate MTs during prometaphase. Together, these results show that the number of attachments and the MT occupancy at kinetochores is normal following TACC3 KS. The mitotic delay and re-activated spindle checkpoint signaling following TACC3 KS indicates that the spindle checkpoint can sense reduced K-fiber tension that occurs without detectable loss of MT attachment.
TACC3 KS from mature K-fibers causes changes in spindle shape and dynamicity How does removal of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin inter-MT bridges result in reduced K-fiber tension? To address this question we examined mitotic spindle dynamics following removal of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes, using 4D kinetochore and spindle pole tracking in live HeLa cells stably expressing GFP-CENP-A and centrin-GFP (Fig. 8) . TACC3 KS was performed using mCherry-tagged TACC3 constructs at late prometaphase/metaphase. Cells were imaged and time-lapse datasets were analyzed as previously described (Jaqaman et al., 2010) and also with a new algorithm (see Materials and Methods), allowing kinetochore and spindle pole motions to be tracked in an automated manner (Fig. 8) .
Removal of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes by TACC3 KS resulted in a number of changes in kinetochore dynamics. First, kinetochore oscillations in typical trajectories from TACC3 KS cells were visibly dampened compared to controls (Fig. 8A-C) . Second, inter-kinetochore distance was reduced by ,10% (Fig. 8D,E) confirming in live cells our earlier observations in fixed cells that K-fiber tension was decreased despite normal MT occupancy. Third, the metaphase plate was thicker following TACC3 KS, as the distance of sister kinetochore centers was more variable than in cells without TACC3 removal ( Fig. 8E ; Bartlett's statistic, 87.799, P,0.001). Note, that this variability is likely much larger as the analysis rejects kinetochores where x .2.5s. Fourth, auto-correlation analysis of sister center displacement (Dx) showed that kinetochore oscillations had a reduced periodicity following TACC3 KS (Fig. 8F) , whereas sister displacement cross-correlation analysis showed no alteration of kinetochore 'breathing' by TACC3 KS. Fifth, mean squared displacement analysis for kinetochore pairs showed that movement of kinetochores following TACC3 KS was less constrained compared to controls (Fig. 8G) . In other words, for a given duration, kinetochores have moved further following TACC3 KS than in cells with normal levels of TACC3 on the spindle. This observation is in agreement with the increased variability in x (Fig. 8E) . All of these changes in kinetochore dynamics following TACC3 KS during metaphase are consistent with a decrease in K-fiber tension.
We also analyzed the motions of spindle poles in the same cells using automated tracking (Fig. 8H ). This analysis revealed that the pole-to-pole distance of spindles was reduced by ,12% following TACC3 KS (Fig. 8I ). This decrease in spindle length (S), which was noted previously ( Fig. 2A) , was the only detectable change in spindle pole dynamics. The movement of spindle poles is random, i.e. they do not undergo oscillations over time; and there was no alteration in the mean squared displacement (m.s.d.) of spindle poles following TACC3 KS. The average inter-kinetochore distance (d) was plotted as a function of the average pole-to-pole distance (S) for each cell analyzed across four experiments (Fig. 8J ). This showed that the d and S did not scale with one another and argues that the decrease in d is not caused by the reduction in S. These results indicate that removal of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes from mitotic spindles that had completed a normal prometaphase caused the following changes: reduced spindle length, reduced Kfiber tension and decreased micromechanics of the spindle.
Discussion
We investigated the requirement for one class of non-motor MT crosslinker (TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin) for the function of mature K-fibers. Such an investigation was made possible by the knocksideways technique which allowed the inducible, rapid removal of certain inter-MT bridges from K-fibers at different stages of mitosis. Our findings demonstrated the utility of KS versus RNAi and a role for TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes in the shape and micromechanics of mature spindles.
The advantages of KS over RNAi are clear, given that protein depletion via RNAi is slow (24-72 hours) compared to the timescale of mitosis (1-2 hours). Using RNAi, attempts to determine the function of a spindle protein are complicated because the cell may have undergone several cell cycles with gradually declining levels of the protein. In this time, the cell may upregulate alternative pathways to compensate for the reduced protein, potentially masking the true phenotype. For spindle proteins with distinct interphase functions the picture is further complicated (Royle, 2011) . In addition, trying to understand RNAi phenotypes at later stages of mitosis are potentially confounded by earlier defects. In other words, is the phenotype caused by a true requirement for the depleted protein at that later stage or is it because the earlier absence of the protein produced a defective spindle? It is now possible to dissect these differences using KS. Rapid inactivation methods are particularly crucial for mitosis, which is a succession of steps, each lasting less than 30 minutes. The effectiveness of KS on a timescale of ,5 minutes makes it better suited than methods for inducible protein degradation, which work on the timescale of 30 minutes (Nishimura et al., 2009) . Besides the use of KS as a tool for protein inactivation Robinson et al., 2010) , we showed indirectly two additional uses for the method. First, the lifetime of proteins on the spindle could be inferred by comparing the kinetics of rerouting in mitotic and interphase cells. Second, testing which proteins are corerouted to mitochondria upon KS is a useful way to determine which proteins bind one another in cells. TACC3 KS caused the specific rerouting of ch-TOG and clathrin from the spindle to mitochondria. Importantly, these partners were co-rerouted with TACC3 to the mitochondria, rather than being simply lost from the spindle, unable to bind in the absence of TACC3. This observation indicates that TACC3 KS reroutes the intact TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complex. Moreover, the co-rerouting suggests that interactions within the complex, for example between clathrin and TACC3, are of higher affinity than clathrin-adaptor interactions, as it was shown previously that AP-2 KS did not co-reroute clathrin to mitochondria (Robinson et al., 2010) . We note that a pool of ch-TOG was retained at the spindle pole after TACC3 KS (supplementary material Fig. S1 ), which presumably corresponds to a functionally separate ch-TOG population, as previously described Cassimeris et al., 2009; Gergely et al., 2003) . Since the discovery of clathrin as a binding partner of TACC3-ch-TOG, it has been debated whether TACC3-ch-TOG can operate independently of this complex Fu et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2010; Hubner et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2010; Royle, 2012) . Co-rerouting of TACC3 and clathrin was complete, indicating that these proteins do not exist as functionally separate entities at the spindle and are probably interdependent for their recruitment to the spindle (Royle, 2012) .
TACC3 KS caused the loss of some inter-MT bridges. However, we found that the extent of loss following TACC3 KS was less than that observed after RNAi of TACC3 or clathrin or after inhibition of Aurora-A kinase using MLN8237-Alisertib (Cheeseman et al., 2011) . As KS is a more rapid and specific method for protein inactivation, we interpret this to mean that our previous analyses overestimated the size of this population of inter-MT bridge. If correct, this points to secondary effects of RNAi or Alisertib beyond the simple removal of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complexes. For example, clathrin-depleted K-fibers had fewer MTs than control RNAi and this could have confounded the quantification of bridge frequency . As noted previously, many crosslinkers remain in the K-fiber following TACC3 KS and this underscores that other inter-MT bridges exist in K-fibers that are not composed of TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin.
Using TACC3 KS to remove TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin inter-MT bridges at metaphase, following a normal prometaphase, we observed delays in the progression to anaphase. We found a net decrease in K-fiber tension despite normal MT attachment and that this state was detected by the spindle checkpoint. These observations could be taken as evidence that the spindle checkpoint can sense K-fiber tension, distinctly from MT attachment (Khodjakov and Pines, 2010) . However, the number of Mad2-positive kinetochores was only a small fraction of the total kinetochores despite an overall shift to lower tension at all kinetochores. This result is similar to delayed progression to anaphase in taxol-treated PtK1 cells, where tension is reduced, MT attachment is normal, but Mad2 is only recruited to a subset of kinetochores (McEwen et al., 1997; Waters et al., 1998) . The range of MTs/fiber had a tendency to be lower after TACC3 KS and so it is difficult to exclude the possibility that Mad2 is recruited to those kinetochores with fewest MTs.
The decrease in inter-kinetochore distance following TACC3 KS was 10%, while the decrease in pole-pole distance was ,12%. Although these changes are equivalent, several observations suggest that the decreases in inter-kinetochore distance are due to loss of K-fiber tension rather than being simply scaled with spindle size. First, experimental manipulation of pole-pole distance and the resultant change of spindle size have little effect on kinetochore separation (Dumont and Mitchison, 2009 ). Second, MT crosslinkers increase the tensile strength of MT bundles in vitro (Charlebois et al., 2011) and so the removal of a crosslinker is consistent with decreased K-fiber tension. Third, we saw changes in the dynamicity of the spindle and behavior of kinetochores, which argues that TACC3 KS affects the micromechanical properties of the K-fibers in addition to spindle size. Finally, plots of the average inter-kinetochore distance versus pole-to-pole distance showed that these two measures were independent.
One further surprising finding was the magnitude of mitotic delay induced by TACC3 KS at NEBD. This manipulation was predicted to be equivalent to TACC3 RNAi, but was far more severe. Using RNAi, TACC3-depleted cells had a delayed prometaphase but did eventually align their chromosomes. By contrast, cells with TACC3 KS at NEBD were unable to align the chromosomes at all. Four possibilities to explain this difference are: (i) TACC3-depleted cells may have time to compensate for the loss of TACC3 during the depletion period; (ii) removal of TACC3 from spindles by KS may be more extensive than RNAi, due to dimerization of GFP-FKBP-TACC3 with residual TACC3; (iii) rerouting of the whole TACC3-ch-TOG-clathrin complex may result in a significant fraction of ch-TOG and clathrin being trapped on mitochondria and thus unavailable for potential functions that are independent of the complex; (iv) a 'neomorphic' phenotype, where loading mitochondria with heterologous proteins delays mitosis non-specifically. This latter possibility was ruled out by the normal NEBD-anaphase times for cells with rerouting of GFP-FKBP and the observation that TACC3 KS does not impede mitotic entry. Quantification of TACC3 levels on spindle MTs following KS versus TACC3 RNAi suggest that the levels are indeed lower, arguing for the second possibility. Whatever the reason, we think that it is possible that RNAi phenotypes of other spindle proteins may Fast removal of mitotic spindle proteins 2111 have been similarly underestimated. Revisiting some of these proteins using KS in the future may give a more accurate picture of their mitotic function(s).
Materials and Methods

Molecular biology
To make pBrain-GFP-FKBP-TACC3KDP-shTACC3, an FKBP fragment was amplified from gamma-FKBP by PCR and inserted into pBrain-GFP-TACC3KDP-shTACC3 via Acc65I/BsrGI and Acc65I. To make mCherry-or PAGFP-MitoTrap, YFP in YFP-MitoTrap (pMito-YFP-FRB) was replaced with either mCherry or photo-activatable-GFP (PAGFP) via AgeI and BsrGI. PAGFP-MitoTrap was used as an 'invisible' MitoTrap to make other channels available for experiments (Willox and Royle, 2012) . Gamma-FKBP and YFP-MitoTrap were kind gifts from Prof. M. S. Robinson (Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, UK).
For clathrin rerouting experiments, GFP-FKBP-LCa was used with no RNAi. GFP-FKBP-LCa was made by inserting a PCR-amplified FKBP fragment between GFP and LCa via BsrGI/Acc65I. GFP was exchanged with mCherry to make mCherry-H2B using AgeI/NotI from GFP-H2B. GFP-H2B, GFP-LCa and pBrain-GFP-TACC3KDP-shTACC3 were available from previous work Royle et al., 2005) .
Cell culture, reagents and antibodies
HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 100 U/ml penicillin/ streptomycin at 37˚C and 5% CO 2 . Cells were transfected using GeneJuice (Novagen). Rapamycin (SigmaAldrich) was used at 200 nM, vehicle was ethanol (0.1%). MLN8237 (Selleck) was used at 1 mM, vehicle was DMSO (0.01%).
For indirect immunofluorescence, HeLa on coverslips were fixed with PTEMF (50 mM PIPES [1,4-Piperazinediethanesulfonic acid], pH 7.2, 10 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 0.2% Triton X-100, 4% paraformaldehyde) at room temperature, or methanol at 220˚C for ch-TOG staining. Cells were then permeabilized (PBS with 0.5% Triton X-100) and blocked (PBS with 5% BSA and 5% goat serum). The following antibodies were used: (1) mouse monoclonals: clathrin heavy chain (X22, CRL-2228 ATCC), TACC3 (ab56595, Abcam), and Eg5 (611186, BD Biosciences) (2) mouse polyclonal: GTSE1 (H00051512-B01P, Abnova), (3) rabbit polyclonals: ch-TOG (34032, Autogen Bioclear) and b-tubulin (ab6046, Abcam), NuMA (3888s, Cell Signaling), HURP (kind gift from Prof. E. A. Nigg, University of Basel, Switzerland), Mad2 (Covance), (4) human polyclonal: Crest (CS1058, Europa Bioproducts). Fluorescently-conjugated secondary antibodies were Alexa488, Alexa568 or Alexa633 (Molecular Probes). Coverslips were mounted using Mowiol containing 49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).
Light microscopy
Live-cell imaging of KS kinetics was performed on an Olympus IX71 in glassbottom dishes heated to 37˚C (Bioptechs Delta T5 m-environmental culture dish controller) in CO 2 -independent medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FBS and 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin, using Cell-R acquisition software and a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER C4742-80 camera with a 606 oil-immersion objective (1.42 NA). Quantification of GFP intensity during KS was performed using ImageJ, with an ROI that defined the spindle and one that excluded it, and plotted as DF/F 0 .
Live-cell imaging of mitotic progression following RNAi or KS was performed on a Nikon Eclipse Ti with a heated Perspex chamber (OKOlab) using standard filter sets for visualization of GFP and mCherry, NIS acquisition software, a CoolSNAP HQ2 camera and a 206 air objective (0.45 NA). Cells were kept at 37˚C, in supplemented CO 2 -independent medium. Light intensity was kept to a minimum to avoid light-induced cell damage. Chromosomes were visualized with mCherry-H2B (imaged once per minute), and GFP monitored every 5 minutes. Rapamycin was added to 200 nM by adding a concentrated media solution at 37˚C to the cell culture medium. Note that, for rerouting at metaphase, KS was induced at a variable time after the last chromosome aligned. It is likely therefore that we have underestimated the metaphase delay.
Confocal imaging was performed using a Leica confocal microscope SP2 with a 636(1.4 NA) oil-immersion objective as described previously . For inter-kinetochore distance measurements, Z-stacks of CREST-immunostained cells were taken, assembled in ImageJ and distances between unambiguous CREST-positive kinetochore pairs in the stack were measured. For measurement of TACC3 levels, fixed, stained cells were imaged using identical acquisition parameters for all conditions. Mean pixel intensity for TACC3 was measured in a 20620 pixel ROI using ImageJ software and the background subtracted.
Epifluorescence images of fixed cells were taken using a Nikon Eclipse Ti-U microscope with standard filter sets for visualization of DAPI, GFP, Alexa Fluor 568 and Alexa Fluor 633, a Nikon Digital Sight DS-Qi1Mc camera, a 606 (1.40 NA) oil-immersion objective and NIS acquisition software. To quantify Mad2 recruitment to the kinetochore, cells immunostained for Mad2 and CREST were imaged throughout the full Z dimension of the metaphase plate, and Mad2 puncta which colocalized with CREST were counted.
Cold-stable MT assay and analysis was performed as described previously (Toso et al., 2009) . Briefly, cells treated with RNAi (48 hours) or KS (30 minutes), were placed in ice-cold medium, and incubated on ice for 10 minutes. The cells were then fixed with PTEMF and stained for tubulin and CREST. Confocal Z stacks were taken of metaphase cells and analyzed using Imaris as described.
4D kinetochore and spindle pole tracking
Cells were seeded in 35-mm Fluorodishes (WPI) in DMEM with 10% FBS and imaged on a widefield imaging system (Personal DeltaVision; Applied Precision) fitted with an environmental chamber maintained at 37˚C and 10% CO 2 atmospheric concentration. Images were acquired with a 1006 1.35 NA objective (Olympus) and a CDC (CoolSnap HQ2; Photometrics). Image acquisition was controlled by the softWoRx software suite (Applied Precision), 15 image stacks spaced 0.5 mm apart were collected every 7.5 seconds for 5 minutes (41 time-points). Pixels were set to 161 binning (65 nm effective pixel size).
Movies were deconvolved in softWoRx before tracking analysis. Automatic kinetochore tracking was performed as described (Jaqaman et al., 2010) . All analysis was performed in MATLAB R2012a (MathWorks) with core algorithms written in C (compiled with the MATLAB MEX compiler). Only inlier kinetochores were used for analysis (spots that were ,2.5s from metaphase plate).
Spindle pole tracks were identified by assigning a cost to each pair of tracks. The cost was defined as c5|d2s| * a where d was the average distance between the tracks, s was the expected average spindle length, set to 11 mm and a was the average angle between the tracks and the metaphase plate. Tracks were only considered if d .5 mm and a ,30˚, and if both tracks were unaligned throughout both their lifetimes. The pair of tracks with the lowest cost was chosen. Since both centrioles in each pole were tagged, the second centriole track for each pole was found by assigning a cost: c5g 21 where g was the cross-correlation between the pole track and the candidate track. Tracks were only considered if g .0.9 and if the average distance between the tracks was less than 1 mm. The track with the lowest cost was chosen for each pole as its respective second centriole.
For pole tracks where two centrioles were found, the pole position was defined as the center point between the two, otherwise the position of a single centriole was used. Spindle length was taken as the 3D distance between the two poles.
Correlative light-electron microscopy
Correlative light-electron microscopy was performed as previously . HeLa cells were transfected with mCherry-MitoTrap and either pBrain-GFP-FKBP-TACC3KDP-shTACC3 or pBrain-GFP-TACC3KDP-shTACC3. Tomograms were assembled from tilt image series using eTOMO software (Boulder Laboratory for 3D Electron Microscopy). Quantification of EM images was carried out by an experimenter blind to the conditions of the experiment. All methods were as described previously , with the following exceptions. MT positions and cross-sectional area were plotted and calculated in tomograms. For measurement of K-fiber cross-sectional area, a 40 nm perimeter was computed around clusters of annotated MTs and measured using ImageJ. MTs within this boundary were counted as part of the K-fiber. To measure inter-MT distances, a map of MTs was created using IMOD Software (Boulder Laboratory for 3D Electron Microscopy), the coordinates were exported using model2point. The distance between each point was calculated in Microsoft Excel, from here the distance for each MT and its nearest neighboring MT was selected. To give the edge-to-edge distance, 20 nm was subtracted from these measurements. Neighbor density analysis was performed using nda in IMOD. MTs were annotated as circles of ,25 nm diameter throughout the Z slices, and flattened to a single Z plane. MTs within 80 nm of each other were padded by 50 nm using a convex polygon boundary.
Data analysis
Statistical testing was performed with InStat or SPSS. Normally distributed data were compared using one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey-Kramer post hoc test. Student's unpaired t-test was used to compare two data sets. Non-parametric data were compared using Kruskal-Wallis' ANOVA test. The KolmogorovSmirnov test was used to determine if the data followed a Gaussian distribution. Cox regression analysis was used to test for significance of mitotic delays. Tukey box plots show the median, interquartile range and the 10th and 90th percentile. (McDonald et al., 1992) are shown for GFP-FKBP-TACC3 expressing K-fibers treated with vehicle or rapamycin for 10 or 30 min. These plots show the preferred spacing within a K-fiber and no obvious qualitative difference was seen following TACC3 KS. (B) Bar chart to show the mean±s.e.m. of the distance of each MT to its nearest neighboring microtubule.
